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ceramicSpeed was established by jacob csizmadia in 2004, following his 1998 

world record for 24 hour in line skating. A major factor in achieving the new 

record of 505 km was that he had, in cooperation with bearing manufacturers 

SkF, replaced the traditional steel balls in the skates’ bearings with ceramic balls.

ceramic balls manufactured from Silicon Nitride were invented in the 1970’s, 

and were first utilised on a large scale by NASA in the early 1990’s. Several years 

later ceramic ball bearings also entered usage in Formula 1 motorsport, and a 

small number of bearing manufacturers began producing hybrid bearings with 

ceramic balls for use in electrical motors. 

FRoM RoLLER SkAtES to tHE toUR DE FRANcE
In 2001 jacob csizmadia applied his positive experience with hybrid bearings 

to Bjarne Riis’ new-started team cSc in the tour de France. the results were so 

convincing that jacob csizmadia started producing his own hybrid bearings in 

Holstebro in 2004. It quickly became clear that serious cycling enthusiasts, who 

were willing to spend over 50,000 Dkk on a bike, would also pay extra for 

efficient and long lasting bearings. today roughly half of the pro tour teams 

use ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings. 

It ALL StARtED 
oN SkAtES

jacob csizmadia (right) and Bøje 
Schauman kjær are now well 
equipped to follow up on their 
success in the sports world in the 
much larger industrial market.

ARLA FooDS SpENt ARoUND 750,000 
Dkk pER YEAR oN ScHEDULED 
MAINtENANcE oF A DEcANtER. 
INStALLING cERAMIcSpEED 
LoNGLIFE XtREME BEARINGS AND 
IMpLEMENtING coNDItIoN BASED 
MAINtENANcE HAS REDUcED coStS 
to LESS tHAN 175,000 Dkk pER YEAR.  
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contact with animal food manufacturers Arovit in Esbjerg led to ceramicSpeed’s first experiment 

with hybrid bearings for industrial uses in 2005. At the time Arovit had to replace the bearings in a 

bag closing machine every third month, whereas the ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings from 2005 are 

still in operation today. Grundfos and Arla Foods Hoco have had similar positive experiences with 

long lasting hybrid bearings.

ANNUAL GRoWtH: 50-150%
In order to build on these results Bøje Schaumann kjær became co-owner and head of the industrial 

sales department in 2009. the department has since grown to five employees, making up a third of 

the entire staff, and in 2012 ceramicSpeed supplied hybrid bearings to approximately 150 companies.

turnover has increased by 50 to 150% annually over recent years. In order to consolidate this growth 

ceramicSpeed is now focusing on expanding their sales from professional and amateur sport to 

the much larger industrial market. In cooperation with the local business development centre jacob 

csizmadia has set a goal of a total of 50 employees in 2015.

on the sports market ceramicSpeed already exports to more than 20 countries, selling products to 

road cyclists, mountain bikers and triathletes, who are willing to pay for higher speeds and greater 

durability.

the company has conquered these niche markets with high quality products, based on the innovative 

application of tried and tested components. the company’s strategy is based on on-demand 

production, which makes it possible to customise individual products to meet the customer’s specific 

needs, and reduces stock costs. close collaboration with other actors in the innovative environment 

around the local business development centre (NU park) has provided support for this strategy.

tABLE 1: RESULtS FRoM tHE 6318 tESt BENcH ApRIL 2012
Date 6318-bearings Speed                    Measured loss/bearing  

26 .04.12 SkF 2Z.c3 2997 RpM         175 W

27 .04.12 cS 2RZ/Hc5 2998 RpM  100 W

30 .04.12 SkF 2RS1.c3 2348 RpM  355 W

25 .04.12 cS 2RS1-Hc5 2349 RpM  325 W

jacob csizmadia made his first foray into the industrial market in 2005. today 
ceramicSpeed supply a wide range of custom-made hybrid bearings to 
companies who wish to improve their energy efficiency.

table 1: Measurements taken on the 
optimised 6318 test bench show 
that ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings 
with ceramic balls have a loss which 
is 75 W less than SkF’s standard 
bearings, equating to a saving of 
over 40%. the last 2 measurements 
are from bearings with friction 
generating seals, where the 
difference is lower. 

the production of hybrid bearings requires enormous 
precision. ceramicSpeed has the equipment necessary 
to meet the high quality demands. 



SIGNIFIcANt SAVINGS IN INDUStRY

the global market for industrial bearings has an annual turnover of several hundred million dollars. 

Most of this is generated by standard bearings with steel balls, which are produced by large American, 

japanese, German and Swedish companies. However over the last 20 years the positive experience 

with effective and long lasting hybrid bearings with ceramic balls in aerospace and sports has gradually 

spread to industry. 

10% oF BEARINGS ARE cRItIcAL
Replacement of bearings in the moving parts of production equipment is generally considered 

to be an unavoidable part of regular maintenance. However some bearings operate in such harsh 

conditions, that they break down after only a few years or even months in operation, the associated 

costs in terms of maintenance and lost production can be felt economically. this applies, for example, 

in the food industry, the chemical industry and in agriculture, just as bearings in vehicles can be 

subject to rough treatment. In electrical motors with frequency converters current leakage increases 

the risk of damage to steel bearings. this problem can partly be reduced with an insulating coating, 

but ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings are the only bearings that are guaranteed to solve this problem.

In these niches, which make up 5-10% of industrial bearings, the use of hybrid bearings with 

ceramic balls would lead to such a large reduction in operating costs that the investment 

would quickly be repaid. ceramicSpeed have calculated that Danish industry spends 

approximately 750 million Dkk per year on the purchase of standard bearings, with an 

installation cost of 3,800 million Dkk. For an extra cost of approximately 500 million Dkk per 

year, hybrid bearings could be purchased instead, this would save approximately 3,300 

million Dkk in installation costs, and avoid the much higher costs associated with production 

downtime. A report from the Danish Maintenance Society, which in 2006 calculated that 

there is a potential to optimise maintenance in Danish industry of approximately 50 billion 

kroner per year, supports these findings. 

4-8 tIMES LoNGER LIFEtIME
these calculations have been confirmed in an analysis of 1,000 bearings with a lifetime 

of less than 2 years. Replacement with hybrid bearings increased the lifetime of 99.6% of 

these by 4-8 times, this applied to bearings used in a wide variety of applications. Further-

more, ceramic balls are harder, weigh less, and have a polishing effect; this reduces lubri-

cation requirements as well as increasing stiffness and reducing vibration – all properties 

which contribute to more efficient production. 

Hybrid bearings with ceramic balls have lower friction than steel ball bearings and there-

fore have a correspondingly lower energy loss. the low friction in hybrid bearings also 

means that hybrid bearings can be used in larger electric motors and for other applications 

where it is otherwise necessary to use bearings with friction generating seals, which result 

in a much higher energy loss. 

the Silicon Nitride ceramic 
balls are superior to steel balls 
in many ways; this makes a 
vital difference to the stability 
of industrial production.
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HALDoR topSoE A/S USED to REpLAcE 
tHE StANDARD BEARINGS IN A GRINDING 
MAcHINE EVERY 3-4 WEEkS. tHE 
coMpANY INVEStED AN ADDItIoNAL 
6,000 Dkk IN cERAMIcSpEED BEARINGS, 
WHIcH LAStED 13 MoNtHS. tHE FIRSt 
YEARS SAVING: 40,000 Dkk.

Following the 
ELFoRSk project 
Bøje Shauman kjær 
is ready to increase 
marketing of the 
energy efficient 
bearings to industrial 
customers.

Figure 1: the purchase price of hybrid bearings 
from ceramicSpeed may well be higher, but 
experience from Danish industrial companies 
shows that the extra investment is usually repaid 
after the first saved replacement interval. the 
reduction in production downtime results in an 
additional, and much larger, saving. Replacing 
critical standard bearings with hybrid bearings 
has the potential to provide a net saving of 
approximately 3.3 billion Dkk within the first 
year.

Bearing 
purchase

Labour and 
material costs 
of replacing 

cost of lost 
production 
from downtime

750 mio. Dkk./year 

3,800 mio. 
Dkk/year

Several 
billion 

Dkk/year

1,250 mio. Dkk/year

No replacement

Savings in 
billions

StANDARD BEARINGS cERAMIcSpEED BEARINGS

Dkk
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FIGURE 1: DANISH INDUStRY’S ANNUAL BEARING MAINtENANcE coStS

EXtRA coSt SAVED MANY tIMES oVER 
the analysis supports the practical experience of companies 

which have used ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings over several 

years. Animal feed producers Arovit invested 40,000 Dkk in hybrid 

bearings for a bag sealing machine in 2005, but have since saved 

over 300,000 Dkk in operating costs, because the ceramicSpeed 

bearings still work. 

Danish crown had a similar experience, when they replaced steel 

bearings with hybrid bearings in a splitting saw. An increased 

annual bearing purchase cost of 1,886 Dkk has generated annual 

savings of approximately 20,000 Dkk in replacement costs, as well as 

increasing production stability, which is vital to ensuring the productivity of the 

slaughter house. At Arla Foods Hoco dairy in Holstebro a grinding mill which operated at 5,000 

RpM presented a challenge, as the bearings quickly reached the critical limit of 80°c, and therefore 

needed to be permanently monitored. the bearings were replaced every 1,000 operating hours. 

After the bearings were replaced with hybrid bearings in 2009, the lifetime has increased fivefold, 

and the operating temperature is stable at 45°c.

 

Generally it is ceramicSpeed’s experience that new customers start by introducing hybrid bearings 

in the most critical areas, installing them in the entire production line when they have realised the 

full benefits.

NEEDED DocUMENtAtIoN
Bøje kjær was convinced that companies could reduce their electricity consumption in motors by 

using hybrid bearings, but he didn’t have any documentation to support this. He was therefore 

extremely motivated when he heard of the possibility to receive grants for research and development 

in electricity saving technology, at an ELFoRSk information meeting in 2009.

through his network at the North-West jutland Business Advice centre, Bøje was introduced to the 

experienced project leader, Mogens johansson from Danish Energy Analysis, who could assist with 

the application process and calculations of the total potential for electricity savings in Denmark. 

this resulted in a grant from Danish Energy of 895,080 Dkk, towards a total budget of 1,446,000 

Dkk. this meant that the small entrepreneurial company could start the demanding development 

and documentation project in early 2010.



ELFoRSk project 342-032 on energy saving bearings is one of the latest 

examples to demonstrate that even a relatively small helping hand from 

Danish Energy can give an innovative entrepreneurial company a vital push, 

leading to a development which in the long term can create growth, new jobs 

and increased export. In this way the project supports Danish Energy’s strategy 

of assisting Danish industry to use energy more efficiently and thereby increase 

their competitiveness.

DocUMENtING REDUctIoN IN ENERGY LoSS 
the main aim of the project has been to document that hybrid bearings with 

ceramic balls significantly reduce bearing energy loss, thereby reducing the 

energy loss in electric motors and motorised machines by 3-10 %, equating 

to 0.2-0.3 % of the electricity they consume. this has been documented by 

measuring various types of ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings against standard 

bearings with steel balls and some of the major manufacturers’ most 

energy-efficient ball bearings (E2). the know-how gained concerning the 

energy loss in hybrid bearings and their other properties will be utilised in 

ceramicSpeed’s continual product development, with the aim of increasing the 

suitability of hybrid bearings for widespread use in industry.

HYBRID BEARINGS 
FoR ELEctRIc MotoRS

pRoNoR and Grundfos have 
assisted with the demanding 
measurements. pictured: Dennis 
Soerensen from pRoNoR with the 
6205 test stand.  

cERAMIcSpEED HYBRID BEARINGS 
HAVE A HIGHER pURcHASE pRIcE 
tHAN StANDARD BEARINGS, BUt 
QUIckLY pAY FoR tHEMSELVES, AS IN 
99.6% oF cASES tHEY ARE pRoVEN 
to LASt 4-8 tIMES LoNGER. 
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the results will first and foremost be used for technological development and marketing 

by ceramicSpeed. However, the project group has an important task in informing energy 

advisers and other consultants of the high energy efficiency of hybrid bearings. Energy 

advisers can also refer to the significant Non Energy Benefits (NEB) of longer lifetime and 

optimised production which can be achieved by utilising hybrid bearings.

An especially attractive branch is the food industry, whose ability to compete

internationally is of significant importance for growth, export and jobs in Denmark. the 

food industry places especially high demands in hygiene, which ceramicSpeed hybrid 

bearings, with their minimal lubrication requirements and use of food industry approved 

grease are specially suited to meet.

MADE tHEIR oWN tESt BENcH
the project has been carried out by ceramicSpeed, who have carried out the actual 

testing in cooperation with pRoNoR (previously Grene). Danish Energy Analysis acted 

as the administrative project leader, identifying the market potential for energy efficient 

bearings in industry and carrying out the analyses, which have been used to calculate 

bearing energy loss and energy efficiency based on the results of measurements taken 

on the test benches. ceramicSpeed have implemented the results of the project in their 

product development.the measurements should have been carried out by the Danish 

technical University’s Wind Energy department at their Risø campus, but it turned out to 

be more appropriate that this demanding task be carried out by ceramicSpeed them-

selves, who have therefore invested more resources in the project than planned.

With the assistance of pRoNoR and Grundfos two test stands were constructed, for the 

large (size 6318) and the smaller (size 6205) bearings. In 2010-2011 measurements were 

carried out on the large bearings, both with and without friction generating seals. Six 

sets of bearings with ceramic balls from ceramicSpeed were tested against bearings 

with steel balls from three foreign manufacturers. 

FIGURE 2: tEMpERAtURE DEVELopMENt FoR 6318 BEARINGS, MEASURED IN tHE tESt StAND. SoLID 
LINES: BEARINGS WItHoUt FRIctIoN GENERAtING SEALS. DASHED LINES: BEARINGS WItH FRIctIoN 
GENERAtING SEALS.
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Figure 2: the difference 
is clearly visible, both 
with and without friction 
generating seals. the 
temperature of the cS 
bearings (ceramicSpeed) 
is lower. this is a result of 
the lower friction, which 
saves energy.   

HYBRID BEARINGS 
FoR ELEctRIc MotoRS

RoLD SkoV SAWMILL REpLAcED tHE BEARINGS oN A SAW EVERY 3RD MoNtH. EAcH REpLAcEMENt 
coSt 20,000 Dkk IN pRoDUctIoN DoWNtIME. EVEN tHoUGH cERAMIcSpEED LoNGLIFE XtREME 
BEARINGS WERE MoRE EXpENSIVE, tHE coMpANY SAVED 20,000 Dkk oN BEARINGS ALoNE IN tHE 
FIRSt YEAR. INcLUDING INDIREct coStS tHE SAWMILL HAS SAVED AppRoXIMAtELY 250,000 Dkk 
oVER 3 YEARS.
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the measurements included bearing temperature and run-down time, which are significant in 

calculating bearing energy loss. After improvements were made to the test stand new measurements 

were carried out in April 2012 of the energy loss from ceramicSpeed bearings and bearings from SkF.

the experience gained was used to construct a test stand for smaller 6205 bearings, and in spring 

2013 friction loss measurements were carried out on five sets of bearings: Energy efficient 

E2-bearings with steel balls (SkF) and ceramic balls (cS), standard bearings with steel balls and 

ceramic balls and standard bearings with friction generating seals. At the same time tests of bearing 

energy loss based on run-down time were carried out on two identical Grundfos 3 kW motors with 

E2-bearings using steel balls (SkF) and ceramic balls (cS). to complete the project tests were 

carried out on 6205 standard bearings produced by NSk and SkF, which were compared to equivalent 

hybrid bearings produced by ceramicSpeed.

   

the project was carried out in close cooperation with industrial customers. the project has been 

followed by an advisory group including representatives from Danish crown, Arla Foods Hoco, 

cheminova, Grundfos, pRoNoR, DoNG Energy Maabjerg plant, North-West jutland Business Advice 

centre and NoE Energy. 

LoWER LoSS IN cERAMIcSpEED BEARINGS
Measurements taken on the larger 6318 bearing show that ceramicSpeed bearings with ceramic balls 

maintain a significantly lower operating temperature (see figure 2). this applies both to bearings with 

and without friction generating seals. the operating temperature of ceramicSpeed bearings is 20-45 

degrees lower, at both high and low temperatures. 

the run-down time was 2-4 times longer for ceramicSpeed bearings (158-424 seconds) than for 

standard bearings (69-134 seconds). this clearly demonstrates that ceramicSpeed bearings have a 

lower energy loss than equivalent bearings with steel balls (see figure 3).

 

FIGURE 3: RUN-DoWN tIME FoR A GRUNDFoS MG100Lc2 MotoR WItH StANDARD BEARINGS 
FRoM NSk (GREEN), SkF (RED), AND cERAMIcSpEED (BLUE).

Figure 3: the run-down speeds measured for NSk and SkF standard bearings and ceramicSpeed hybrid 
bearings documented that the hybrid bearings, as a result of lower friction, had a run-down time which was 
almost 3 times longer.

AARHUS kARLSHAMN FREQUENtLY REpLAcED tHE BEARINGS IN A 400 
kW FREQUENcY coNtRoLLED MotoR. coAtED BEARINGS WERE Not 
ABLE to SoLVE tHE pRoBLEMS oF ELEctRIcAL DAMAGE. REpLAcING 
tHE BEARINGS WItH cERAMIcSpEED LoNGLIFE INSULAtE HAS EXtEND-
ED tHE LIFEtIME BY 6-8 tIMES. INStALLING cERAMIcSpEED BEARINGS 
coSt ARoUND 50,000 Dkk. tHIS HAS LED to A SAVING oVER tHE FIRSt 2 
YEARS oF oVER 400,000 Dkk.
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the measurements showed that bearings with friction generating seals generally 

experienced a higher energy loss, however as in the other cases, ceramicSpeed bearings 

had lower temperature increases, longer run-down times and a lower energy loss than 

standard bearings with steel balls. All in all the tests documented that the amount of 

energy lost in a 6318 bearings was reduced by at least 50%. 

the measurements carried out on the smaller 6205 bearings in spring 2013 also showed 

that bearings with ceramic balls have a lower energy loss than steel balls. this applied 

both for energy-efficient E2-bearings and standard bearings. the lower energy loss in 

ceramicSpeed bearings was further confirmed through measurements of the run-down 

time carried out on Grundfos motors. All in all it can be concluded that energy loss in 

bearings can be reduced by at least 60-70% by using ceramicSpeed bearings instead of 

standard bearings. translated to energy conversion efficiency this means that 

installing ceramicSpeed bearings increases energy efficiency by 0.7 – 1.3 percent in 

smaller motors and 0.2 – 0.4 percent in motors of 90 kW and above. A calculation of the 

payback period based purely on energy savings on a selection of electric motor sizes is 

shown in figure 4. 

the ELFoRSk project has thereby 

documented that ceramicSpeed 

LongLife Insulate bearings, which are 

designed specifically for use in electric 

motors, provide the energy savings 

which the company advertises. the 

more advanced knowledge 

regarding the consequences of varying 

the oprating temperature, run-down 

time, RpM and ambient temperature, 

which has been accumulated during 

the course of the measurements, has 

made it possible for ceramicSpeed to 

optimise their standard products.

FIGURE 4: pAYBAck tIME VIA ENERGY SAVING IN YEARS -
 ABB MotoRS WItH cERAMIcSpEED BEARINGS, coNtINUAL opERAtIoN Figure 4: Documentation for the 

energy saving properties of 
ceramicSpeed LongLife Insulate 
bearings provides an additional 
benefit, as they already pay for 
themselves several times over as a 
result of their longer lifetime. the 
results were better than expected, 
in that an investment in optimised 
bearings can be repaid in as little 
as 2 years, based purely on energy 
savings.

tests on two identical 3 kW 
Grundfos motors showed 
that the motor on the left 
with ceramicSpeed bearings 
kept running long after the 
motor with SkF bearings had 
stopped.

DALooN HAD to REpLAcE 
tHE StANDARD BEARINGS IN 
A VEGEtABLE SAW EVERY 3-5 
WEEkS DUE to tHE EFFEct 
oF tHE VEGEtABLE jUIcE. 
cERAMIcSpEED coRRotEc 
BEARINGS HAVE So FAR 
INcREASED tHE LIFEtIME BY 
5-8 tIMES.
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pRoFIt MAXIMISAtIoN
ceramicSpeed’s hybrid bearings are especially advantageous when used to replace standard 

bearings which, as a result of their specific operating environment, have a very short lifetime. 

Experts calculate that approximately 90% of all bearings in industry last several years, while the 

remaining 10% are the critical bearings which in many cases have a lifetime of only a few weeks. 

causes of this can be aggressively corrosive environments, high RpM operation or motor operation 

with frequency converters.

 

Within these niches it has proved extremely profitable for companies to work with ceramicSpeed and 

pRoNoR. the ELFoRSk project’s economic calculations have demonstrated that it is only possible to 

achieve a level of profitability which is acceptable for industry in exceptional circumstances, if the 

only factor taken into account is the energy saving from the lower energy loss of hybrid bearings. 

this applies, for example, where ceramicSpeed hybrid bearings replace standard bearings with 

friction generating seals, which have an especially high level of energy loss.

It is therefore important that energy advisers and other consultants, who assist industrial companies 

in increasing energy efficiency, look at all the economic factors of the two alternatives: standard 

bearings with steel balls and ceramicSpeed bearings with ceramic balls. In order to calculate the 

complete effect on the company’s bottom line it’s necessary to take into account the purchase price 

of the bearings, costs of materials and labour involved in installation, and – not least - the significant 

loss of production, which companies experience when important machinery is stopped for 

maintenance.

ceramicSpeed has, in cooperation with pRoNoR, developed a method to integrate these Non 

Energy Benefits (NEBs) in the calculations which companies use to form the basis for their decisions. 

FIGURE 5: BEARING ENERGY LoSS FoR cS 6318-2RZ (BLUE) AND SkF 6318-2Z (RED), BotH 
MEASURED At 56°c

Figure 5: Bearing energy loss measured in watts for standard bearings (SkF) compared to ceramicSpeed 
bearings (cS) with ceramic balls. the graph clearly shows how the difference increases as the RpM increases. 
the final measurements show that ceramicSpeed bearings reduce energy loss by a minimum of 50 %.  
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omega pharma -  Quick-Step is one of the most winning pro tour teams . In recent 
years they have taken over 40 victories in the three major stage races: the Giro 
d’Italia, tour de France, Vuelta de España and World championships. 

just as omega pharma - Quick-Step leave the competition standing in the final 
meters of a race, Danish industrial companies can boost their competitiveness us-
ing hybrid bearings in electric motors and motorised machines to improve energy 
efficiency. It’s possible to reduce the energy consumption of a motor by 1% by 
replacing standard bearings which use steel balls with ceramicSpeed bearings 
which use ceramic balls, and this can have a significant impact. If Danish industry 
utilises the full potential of hybrid bearings, then electricity consumption can be 
reduced by approximately 150 GW-h per year, the equivalent to the annual elec-
tricity consumption of 35,000 households.     

cYcLIStS INSpIRE 
tHE INDUStRY

Mark cavendish (in the yellow 
jersey) with his colleagues from 

team omega pharma - Quick-Step, 
who is one of the pro tour teams 

using ceramicSpeed hybrid 
bearings to maximise their speed. 

photo: tim De Waele
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